The article is devoted to the study of legal nature of the mechanism for association of legal entities. Such associations of legal entities are realized in order to attract not only capital and other production resources, including labor, but also in order to satisfy nonproperty interests.

Legal capacity of legal entities in the process of their merger is analyzed, based on what – statutory or contractual – association of corporations is determined. The statutory association does not lead to the creation of another fiction other than a legal entity, due to which it is ensured through its inherent organizational legal forms. The contractual association does not require the formation of a new legal entity (concern, consortium, association (union), syndicate, conglomerate, cartel, pool).

In the event of such consolidation of legal entities, the contractual structure of a simple company or other joint activity is formed, formally close to such person at law as a legal entity. The difference between the above procedure of merging from the first option lies in the degree of autonomy of the members from each other, as well as in the expected result of such merger.
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Integruotos įmonių struktūros: Ukrainos teisinė realybė

Straipsnis skiriamas juridinių asmenų asociacijos mechanizmo teisinės prigimties tyrimui. Juridinių asmenų susivienijimai kuriami siekiant pritraukti ne tik kapitalą ir kitus gamybos išteklius, įskaitant darbo jėgą, bet ir tenkinti neturtinius interesus.

Analizuojamas juridinių asmenų teisnumas jų jungimosi procese, kuriuo remiantis nustatomi įstatyminiai įmonių susivienijimai ir sutartiniai įmonių susivienijimai. Įstatyminis susivienijimas nesukuria kitos, ne juridinio asmens, fikcijos, dėl to jis užtikrinamas jam būdingomis organizacinėmis teisinėmis formomis. Sutartinis susivienijimas nebūtinai lemia naujo juridinio asmens (koncerno, konsorciumo, asociacijos (sąjungos), sindikato, konglomerato, kartelio, įmonių grupės) atsiradimą.

Tokio juridinių asmenų sujungimo atveju yra sukuriama paprastos įmonės ar kitos bendros veiklos sutartinė struktūra, kurį formaliai yra artima juridiniam asmeniui. Pirmiau aprašyta jungimosi procedūra nuo pirmojo varanto skiriasi narių nepriklausomumo vieno nuo kito laipsniu, taip pat tikėtinu tokio jungimosi rezultatu.

**Pagrindiniai žodžiai:** įmonė, įmonių teisiniai santykiai, integruotos įmonių struktūros, sutartinės asociacijos, konsorciumas, koncernas, juridinis asmuo, įmonių grupė, sindikatas.
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Introduction

The nature of a legal entity has an integral component. Legal aspect of this issue is the theoretical modeling of a structure, which includes certain personalized characteristics of an individual, its corresponding statutory fixation. It is known that the development of this fiction is due to the needs of concentration of individuals’ capital, the synthesis of their interests. The process of capital accumulation as a result of social production objectively leads to its economic migration, the forms of which are various kinds of investment.

Back in the day, A.V. Venediktov noted in his work “Merger of Joint Stock Companies” that the concentration of capital and production, combination of specific stages of the production process and desire for a monopoly position in the market are the main trends of modern economic development, and business associations; this is one of the main methods of trade and industry where these trends are represented (Venediktov, 2004, p. 70).

There is no doubt that one of the main problems in activities of any enterprise is the problem of resource provision of its solvency, effective management of which involves their rational formation, distribution and use. Various legal forms of their association are one of the means of using the attracted capital of enterprises, which is facilitated by the structure of associated legal entities. Such associations of legal entities are carried out not only to attract capital and other productive resources, including labor, but also to satisfy nonproperty interests. Such integration processes require detailed legal regulation, which is impossible without thorough theoretical development.

Legal aspects of the creation and operation of contractual associations of legal entities was the research issue of many scholars, including Beitsun I. V., Vinnyk O. M., Dzhurynskyi V. O. Yurkevych Yu. M, Shcherbyna V. S., as well as Vasylieva V. A., Kuznetsov O. A., Lomakyn D. V., Sishchuk L. V. and other civil law scholars. The direction of their research is centered around the functional analysis of their economic activities.

Given the above, the purpose of this scientific publication is to determine the nature of association of legal entities as a way to organize their activities and provide a description of the main forms of integration in civil circulation.

Main part. The ability of legal entities to associate is determined by their legal personality. In the process of association, the capital and interests of legal entities are consolidated. However, the result of such association of legal entities does not affect their own legal status and does not distort their legal identity.

The statutory nature of association of legal entities. As a result of such association of legal entities, a new legal structure is not created, neither is a new legal phenomenon of a person at law, which would contain significant differences from those already known. In turn, transformation of the individuality of a legal entity leads only to the creation of another legal entity. Which means that an individual can create a fiction of himself/herself (a legal entity). In fact, a legal entity is not able to create a fiction of itself. If necessary, a legal entity creates only an already known fiction – another legal entity.

Thus, the result of association of legal entities is ensured by creating a new legal entity. Its functioning in civil circulation is ensured through well-known legal forms of corporations. As a result of association of legal entities, neither their organizational structure, nor the structure of the legal entity being created is deformed. The relevant association of legal entities, in accordance with the grounds for its occurrence, receives a statutory form of consolidation, regardless of the founders involved.

The contractual nature of association of legal entities. On the other hand, the process of consolidation of legal entities may not be followed by the creation of a new legal entity. In the event of such consolidation of legal entities, a contractual structure of simple partnership or other joint activity is
formed, conditionally similar to such person at law as a legal entity. The difference between the above procedure of association and the first option is the degree of independence of the members from each other, as well as the legal outcome of such association. A legal entity, which is a member of the association, transfers a limited amount of its rights and powers in favor of such legal structure. Herewith, this limitation does not affect the overall purpose of the concentration of capital or interests of the members of corresponding association. But at the same time, each member of the association maintains its own organizational unity, property separation and independence of participation in civil circulation. Therefore, in the absence of signs of corporate governance, such association of legal entities has a contractual form of consolidation. The specified difference is also a criterion for the type classification of associations of legal entities depending on the order of creation.

In addition, due to the differentiated nature of their activities, associations of legal entities have not only the entrepreneurial component. The purpose of association of legal entities is also to ensure the common interest deprived of commercial component. Thus, associations of legal entities can be entrepreneurial or nonentrepreneurial.

Civil law of Ukraine (Article 1130 of the Civil Code of Ukraine) explicitly provides that, under a joint operation agreement, the parties (members) undertake to act jointly without creating a legal entity to achieve a certain goal based on pooling contributions of participants (simple partnership) or without pooling of members’ contributions.

The intention to achieve the goal of a nonprofit association of legal entities is a manifestation of the noncommercial nature of such association.

Other approaches to determining the nature of association of legal entities. It should be noted that to some extent the stated legal category of “more complex” structure of legal entities is currently defined by the Commercial Code of Ukraine.

According to Article 118 of this legal act, an association of enterprises should be understood as a business unit formed of two or more enterprises in order to coordinate their production, scientific and other activities to solve common economic and social problems. The unity of opinions of representatives of civil law and commercial law is exhausted at this stage. The vertical of differences is the legal status of associations of legal entities. According to commercial law scholars, a business association is a legal entity. Their creation takes place in the legal form of an association, corporation, consortium, concern.

Thus, one of the academics of the school of commercial law V. O. Džurins’kij defines the legal form of association “... as a set of basic individual characteristics (elements) established by the regulations of the Civil Code of Ukraine, which characterize the business association as a person at law (business entity)” . According to the scientist, such signs include: a) the grounds for formation of a business association (founding agreement or resolution of a competent authority), the procedure for its reorganization and liquidation; b) the purpose and property basis of an association; c) the legal status of the members of an association; d) the nature of relationships between an association and its members; e) the structure of governing bodies of an association; f) the legal regime of the property owned by an association; g) the amount of property liability of a business association (Džurins’kij, 2009, p. 10–23).

Therefore, the science of commercial law has developed its own approach to the nature of associations of legal entities, which differs from the proposed. Thus, the existence of economic and legal science is seen along with the established types of legal forms of legal entities and others that are not typical of civil law. They are association, corporation, consortium and concern.

In our opinion, there are no axiomatic theoretical developments for such an approach, that have the appropriate normative consolidation, so they are only hypotheses.

Firstly, the division of associations of legal entities depending on the purpose of their activities has been ignored, preferring the business entities.
Secondly, the nature of building corporate relations within a group of legal entities is an element of deformation of complex structures of legal entities. It is identical to the established types of legal forms of business associations, which leads to a confusion of their identifying features. Thus, the legal forms of association (association, corporation, consortium, concern) enshrined in Article 120 of the Commercial Code of Ukraine lack the structural certainty that is characteristic of the corporate governance system.

In this context, the provision of Part 5, Article 122 of the Commercial Code of Ukraine is interesting, according to which the management of the current activities of an association may be entrusted to the administration of one of its enterprises (the main enterprise). In this regard, a legitimate question arises: how can two legal entities have a joint executive body? The meaningfulness of such a feature of an association as the presence of separate property should also be noted. There is an incongruity: On the one hand, the association controls the activities of the members, and on the other hand, the participants control the activities of the association. Thus, according to the Commercial Code of Ukraine, the very structure of the “association of enterprises” enshrine internal contradictions, which, as we see, cannot be resolved (Commercial Code of Ukraine, 2003, p. 40).

According to the academics of the school of commercial law, the definition of an association as a unit created for the purpose of constant coordination of economic activities of the enterprises united by centralizing one or more production and management functions is not entirely successful, since this form of the association is not so different from a corporation. V. S. Scherbina asks the quite right question: if an association is not entitled to interfere in the economic activities of member companies of the corporation, why should it centralize production and management functions? (Commercial Code of Ukraine, 2003, p. 40).

Therefore, we must make sure that the legal forms listed in it are nothing more than a way of organizing of civil relations among their members, which is the structure of a civil law contract, particularly a simple partnership agreement (societas). Using this approach, it should be noted that concern, consortium, association, union and other associations of legal entities are a collective concept, a constructive way of organizing of legal relations among them, the content of which is enshrined in a simple partnership agreement. With this position, we continue the continental legal tradition established in the German law on joint stock companies, according to which an association of legal entities (concern) does not have the status of a legal entity (Bejcun, 2006). Relevant associations of legal entities have a contractual form of consolidation of their activities.

The classification of integrated structures of a corporation. The theory of civil law has developed variable structures of contractual associations of legal entities expressing the organizational and economic component of the model of relations among them. Among them: 1) concern (corporation); 2) consortium; 3) association (union); 4) syndicate; 5) conglomerate (financial and industrial group, alliance); 6) cartel; 7) pool.

Undoubtedly, some of them are a manifestation of anti-competitive concerted actions of such associations of legal entities (cartel, syndicate). At the same time, others are characterized by activities that are within the regulatory standards of economic competition.

The criterion for their classification is the nature of corporate interaction. Such nature is determined by the coordination of relations (consortium, association (union), conglomerate (financial and industrial group, alliance, pool) within a group or their subordination (concern (corporation), cartel, syndicate) relating to the main member in the system of association of legal entities in accordance with the agreement among the parties.

Such coordination is based on the establishment of partnership relations among the members, which retain their full independence in organizing joint activities under the agreement. Thus, soft integrated formations with different target settings are created (Šerbina, 2005, p. 113–116).
The implementation of such principle of integration processes as the principle of subordination involves the partial neutralization of some management functions. As a result, participants in the process are deprived of one or another component of complete independence.

The practical importance of this classification is revealed through the definition of the nature of liability of legal entities that are dependent on each other (subordination relations). The dependence of one legal entity on another in making its own management decisions definitely changes the format of responsibility for managerial influence on decision-making. It cannot be of an individualizing nature. The sign of independent liability of a legal entity dependent on another is deformed. The “main” legal entity assumes the liability for subordinate control over the activities of the related legal entity, the responsibility for its decisions.

*On the other hand, the criterion for classifying associations of legal entities is the scope of their activities (business (concern (corporation), consortium, conglomerate (financial and industrial group, alliance), pool) or nonentrepreneurial activities of legal entities associations (association (union)).*

A cartel is an association of legal entities which, by agreement among the members of such association, forms a single policy for its commercial activities in terms of pricing.

In other words, it is an economic category of concerted actions, which, according to Article 5 of the Law of Ukraine “On Protection of Economic Competition”, are the conclusion of any form of agreements by business entities, creating any form of decisions by associations, as well as any other agreed competitive behavior (activity, inaction) of business entities.

It should be noted that such associations of legal entities are prohibited by the antitrust laws of Ukraine and the EU. In particular, the activity of a cartel contradicts Articles 101 and 102 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union and belongs to organized crime (Zaharčenko, 2004).

A syndicate has a form similar to a cartel. It is specified exclusively by the organization of centralized sales of products of legal entities that are members of such association. Thus, it is a type of concerted action that pursues the goal of dividing markets or sources of supply on a territorial basis, range of goods, volume of their sale or purchase, scope of sellers, purchasers or consumers or other characteristics.

The concern is an association of legal entities, for which it is typical to maintain the legal and economic independence of the members, but with the coordination of the dominant member. Such concentration is based not only on financial resources, but also on the centralization of functions of scientific, technical and industrial procedure, the integration of management and organizational relations of the members of such association. Thus, the concern is characterized by the subordination of relations in the structure of association of legal entities.

Unlike the concern, the consortium is a form of capital pooling (banking, industrial) for the purpose of joint implementation of an investment project in terms of coordination of the activities of members of such associations of legal entities.

The structure of relations in the conglomerate is based on the same principles of organization of legal entities association. However, unlike the consortium as a form of pooling of capital, the conglomerate is characterized by a combination of production, scientific, technical, investment and financial activities, which is similar to the concern. That is, the conglomerate is a variable form of association of legal entities, for which the coordination of production and other activities not focused on one sector of the economy is important.

Finally, the pool as an association of legal entities is characterized by the fact that the profits and expenses of each member from joint production and other activities go to the general fund and are distributed among them in accordance with a predetermined proportion.

Nonprofit associations of legal entities include an association (union). The association is a voluntary association of legal entities to achieve a common goal on the basis of mutually beneficial cooperation.
while maintaining the self-sufficiency, legal and property independence of its members. Such association should not carry out business activities, its existence is ensured by purpose.

**Conclusions**

1. Despite the consistency of the basic principles of implementation of integration processes, each model has its own characteristics, which is explained, in our opinion, primarily by the specifics of the approach to economic activity in general.

2. As can be seen from the theoretical research, integration processes are diverse in the level of their organization, target orientation and a number of other features that require some arrangement in order to further research.

3. As a result of implementation of the integration process, contractual relations are established among its members, i.e. a certain structure is formed, which we will call integrated. It is important that such integrated structure does not create fiction other than developed in the theory of civil law (legal entity). It is based on an agreement.

4. The theory of civil law has developed variable structures of contractual associations of legal entities expressing the organizational and economic component of the model of relations among them. Among them: 1) concern (corporation); 2) consortium; 3) association (union); 4) syndicate; 5) conglomerate (financial and industrial group, alliance); 6) cartel; 7) pool.

5. Integration of legal entities through the mechanism of creation of a legal entity is realized through established legal forms (joint-stock company, LLC, ALC, limited partnership, general partnership, NPO etc).

6. It seems that a promising area of research on this issue is to determine the structure of corporate governance of the respective contractual associations. With regard to statutory associations, legal mechanisms for the acquisition and merger of legal entities are of interest.
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Summary

The nature of a legal entity has an integral component. Legal aspect of this issue is the theoretical modeling of a structure, which includes certain personalized characteristics of an individual, its corresponding statutory fixation. It is known that the development of this fiction is due to the needs of concentration of individuals’ capital, the synthesis of their interests. The process of capital accumulation as a result of social production objectively leads to its economic migration, the forms of which are various kinds of investment.

The ability to associate legal entities is determined by their legal personality. In the process of association, the capital and interests of legal entities are consolidated. However, the result of such association of legal entities does not affect their own legal status and does not distort their legal identity.

As a result of such association of legal entities, a new legal structure is not created, neither a new legal phenomenon of a person at law, which would contain significant differences from those already known. In turn, transformation of the individuality of a legal entity leads only to the creation of another legal entity. Which means that an individual can create a fiction of himself/herself (a legal entity). In fact, a legal entity is not able to create a fiction of itself. If necessary, a legal entity creates only an already known fiction – another legal entity.

Thus, the result of association of legal entities is ensured by creating a new legal entity. Its functioning in civil circulation is ensured through well-known legal forms of corporations. As a result of association of legal entities, neither their organizational structure, nor the structure of the legal entity being created is deformed. The relevant association of legal entities, in accordance with the grounds for its occurrence, receives a statutory form of consolidation, regardless of the founders involved.

On the other hand, the process of consolidation of legal entities may not be followed by the creation of a new legal entity. In the event of such consolidation of legal entities, a contractual structure of simple partnership or other joint activity is formed, conditionally similar to such person at law as a legal entity. The difference between the above procedure of association and the first option is the degree of independence of the members from each other, as well as the legal outcome of such association. A legal entity, which is a member of the association, transfers a limited amount of its rights and powers in favor of such legal structure. Herewith, this limitation does not affect the overall purpose of the concentration of capital or interests of the members of corresponding association. But at the same time, each member of the association maintains its own organizational unity, property separation and independence of participation in civil circulation. Therefore, in the absence of signs of corporate governance, such association of legal entities has a contractual form of consolidation. The specified difference is also a criterion for the type classification of associations of legal entities depending on the order of creation.

In addition, due to the differentiated nature of their activities, associations of legal entities have not only the entrepreneurial component. The purpose of association of legal entities is also to ensure the common interest deprived of commercial component. Thus, associations of legal entities can be entrepreneurial or nonentrepreneurial.

The theory of civil law has developed variable structures of contractual associations of legal entities expressing the organizational and economic component of the model of relations among them. Among them: 1) concern (corporation); 2) consortium; 3) association (union); 4) syndicate; 5) conglomerate (financial and industrial group, alliance); 6) cartel; 7) pool.
atsiradimą lėmė individų kapitalo koncentracija, jų interesų sintezės poreikis. Kapitalo kaupimas, kaip visuomeninės gamybos rezultatas, objektyviai lemia šio kapitalo ekonominę migraciją, kurios formos yra įvairios investicijos.

Galimybę vienytis juridiniams asmenims lemti jų teisinis subjektiškumas. Vyksstant juridinių asmenų susivienijimo procesui, konsoliduojamas juridinių asmenų kapitalas ir interesai. Tačiau tokia juridinių asmenų asociacija neturi įtakos jų pačių teisiniam statusui ir neiškraipo jų teisinio identiteto.

Dėl tokio juridinių asmenų susivienijimo nesukuriami nei nauja teisinė struktūra, nei naujas teisinis fenomenas, kaip teisinis subjektas, kuris pasižymėtų esminiais skirtumais nuo jų organizacinė struktūra, nei kuriamo juridinio asmens struktūra nėra iškraipoma. Atitinkamos juridinių asmenų susivienijimas, atsižvelgiant į jo atsiradimo pagrindus, išgyja *įstatymuose nustatytą susijungimo formą*, nepriklausomai nuo dalyvaujančių steigėjų.

Kita vertus, po juridinių asmenų susijungimo negali būti sukurtas naujas juridinis asmuo. Tokio juridinių asmenų susijungimo atveju sukuriama paprastosios ūkinės bendrijos ar kitos jungtinės veiklos sutartinė struktūra, iš dalies panaši į tokį subjektą kaip juridinio asmuo. Šiuo atveju įstatymas reikalauja, kad juridinio asmenio asociacijos nariams galite iškurti savo teisės formą – kitą juridinį asmenį. Tačiau juridinių asmenų asociacija neturi įtakos jų teisinio statusui, tai yra nereguliavus teisinio identiteto.

Taigi juridinių asmenų susivienijimas užtikrina, kad naujų juridinių asmenų sukuria savo teisinės asociacijos teisių grupė. Vykstant juridinių asmenų susijungimo procesui, konsoliduojamas juridinių asmenų kapitalas ir jos teisiniai interesai. Tačiau tokia juridinių asmenų asociacija neturi įtakos jų teisinio statusui ir neiškraipo jų teisinio identiteto.

Dėl tokio juridinių asmenų susivienijimo nesukuriami nei nauja teisinė struktūra, nei naujas teisinis fenomenas, kaip teisinis subjektas, kuris pasižymėtų esminiais skirtumais nuo jų organizacinė struktūra, nei kuriamo juridinio asmens struktūra nėra iškraipoma. Atitinkamos juridinių asmenų susivienijimas, atsižvelgiant į jo atsiradimo pagrindus, išgyja *įstatymuose nustatytą susijungimo formą*, nepriklausomai nuo dalyvaujančių steigėjų.

Kita vertus, po juridinių asmenų susijungimo negali būti sukurtas naujas juridinis asmuo. Tokio juridinių asmenų susijungimo atveju sukuriama paprastosios ūkinės bendrijos ar kitos jungtinės veiklos sutartinė struktūra, iš dalies panaši į tokį subjektą kaip juridinio asmuo. Šiuo atveju įstatymas reikalauja, kad juridinio asmenio asociacijos nariams galite iškurti savo teisės formą – kitą juridinį asmenį. Tačiau juridinių asmenų asociacija neturi įtakos jų teisinio statusui, tai yra nereguliavus teisinio identiteto.

Be to, dėl diferencijumo veiklos pobūdžio juridinių asmenų asociacijos turi ne tik verslumo komponentą. Juridinių asmenų asociacijos tikslas yra užtikrinti bendrus interesus, netekusius komercinio komponento. Taigi juridinių asmenų asociacijos gali ne tik siekti pelno, bet ir turėti ne pelno tikslų.

Civilinės teisės teorija sukurti kintamas juridinių asmenų asociacijų struktūras, išreiškiančias organizacinę ir ekonominį santykį įmonių asociacijoms. Tarp jų yra: 1) koncernas (korporacija); 2) konsorciumas; 3) asociacija (sąjunga); 4) sindikatas; 5) konglomeratas; 6) kartelis; 7) susivienijimas (įmonių grupė).